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Abstract—Ice shelves—the floating extensions of the Antarctic
ice sheet—regulate the Antarctic contribution to sea-level rise by
restraining the grounded ice flowing from upstream. Therefore,
ice-shelf change (e.g., ice-shelf thinning) results in accelerated ice
discharge into the ocean, which has a direct effect on sea level.
Studying ice-shelf velocity allows the monitoring of the ice shelves’
stability and evolution. Differential synthetic aperture radar in-
terferometry (DInSAR) is a common technique from which highly
accurate velocity maps can be inferred at high resolution. Because
ice shelves are afloat, small sea-level changes—i.e., ocean tides and
varying atmospheric pressure (aka inverse barometer effect) lead to
vertical displacements. If not accounted for in the interferometric
process, these effects will induce a strong bias in the horizontal
velocity estimation. In this article, we present an empirical DInSAR
correction technique from geophysical models and double DInSAR,
with a study on its variance propagation. The method is developed
to be used at large coverage on short timescales, essential for the
near-continuous monitoring of rapidly changing areas on polar ice
sheets. We used Sentinel-1 SAR acquisitions in interferometric wide
and extra -wide swath modes. The vertical interferometric bias is
estimated using a regional climate model (MAR) and a tide model
(CATS2008). The study area is located on the Roi Baudouin Ice
Shelf in Dronning Maud Land, East Antarctica. Results show a
major decrease (67 m·a−1) in the vertical-induced displacement
bias.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THINNING of Antarctic ice shelves (the floating extensions
of ice sheets [1], [2]) and the corresponding decrease in the

restraint experienced by inland ice flow [3], [4] are recognized
as major drivers of current Antarctic ice loss [5]. Ice shelves
play a crucial role in regulating the Antarctic ice discharge
into the ocean because they restrain ice flow as they are often
laterally constrained by embayments or locally regrounded on
rigid obstacles in the bathymetry [6]. Ice-shelf thinning causes
an instantaneous acceleration and a retreat of the grounding
line, i.e., the limit between the grounded ice sheet and the
floating ice shelf [7]. These consequences lead to an increase
in ice discharge into the ocean, hence a contribution to sea level
rise.

Radar remote sensing, and interferometry, in particular, is
an essential tool to monitor ice-shelf behavior by deriving ice
flow fields and tracking grounding line positions over time,
among others. This has led to the continental-wide mapping
of the surface velocities in Antarctica [8], which is the basis for
all major ice-sheet model predictions [9]. Ice velocity is also
essential for determining the current state of the ice sheet to
determine its basinwise mass balance through the input–output
method, in combination with atmospheric modeling [5].

Using pairs of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images, it is
possible to derive surface velocity of the Antarctic ice shelves.
Depending on the speed of the ice flow, the SAR sensor and
the revisit time of the satellite, one can use techniques based on
local correlation maximization, namely speckle tracking [10]–
[12] or based on phase shifts measurement using differential
SAR Interferometry (DInSAR)[13]. The latter is one order of
magnitude more precise, but often less widely applicable. Over
ice shelves, the location of individual scatterers can rapidly move
from one acquisition to another, leading to important coherence
losses if their relative displacement between two dates is greater
than a fraction of the wavelength. Adding snow accumulation
and compaction, these temporal decorrelation sources are the
main limiting factors in SAR interferometry when studying ice
sheet [14], [15]. Nevertheless, the subcentimeter accuracy of
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differential SAR interferometry makes it a first-choice tech-
nique for ice motion estimation [16], provided that the method
is applicable. For example, Mouginot et al. [17] achieved
20 cm·a−1 velocity accuracy in the interior part of the Antarctic
ice sheet, using multiple SAR satellites from ERS to ALOS
PALSAR 2.

Unfortunately, for ice shelves, an additional problem appears.
When entering the ocean, the ice sheet slowly begins to float
and is subject to sea-level fluctuations. These fluctuations will
impact the displacement measurement in differential SAR in-
terferometry and, consequently, the horizontal velocity. These
vertical displacements are due, on the one hand, to the effects
of tides and, on the other hand, to variations in the atmospheric
pressure between two dates, causing a hydrostatic readjustment,
known as inverse barometer effect (IBE) [18]. Moreover, when
studying an area over a short time interval, errors in the velocity
estimation are even more accentuated. Working with Sentinel-
1 SAR acquisitions at a 6-day revisit time, the vertical bias
can be as important as the horizontal velocity that has to be
measured.

Compared to previous satellite systems, Sentinel-1’s high re-
peat pass cycle (6–12 days) now allows the evaluation of changes
on short time scales, whereas previously, only a mean state could
be determined. This has already allowed the determination of
subshelf melt rates over periods of 1–2 years using Lagrangian
techniques [19]–[21]. However, determining the basal mass
balance of the ice shelves requires precise velocity divergence
fields, which still contain large errors to be accounted for. This
paradigm shift in earth observation enables us to study subtle
changes in ice dynamics. Nevertheless, these changes are within
the error interval produced by tides and IBE, among others, thus
require the development of correction methods.

Tides and IBE biases are well-known problems in DInSAR
applied in glaciology. Some authors have confronted the physics
of the problem, trying to model the ice-shelf bending, according
to ice rheology [22]–[26]. While being very efficient, these ice
flexure models are also complicated to adapt in every real case
study. For instance, the topography of the study area (pinning
points, bathymetry, embayment, etc.) brings a complexity rarely
taken into account in these models. Other researchers have
also developed empirical methods [27]–[30] to correct for tide-
related vertical motions, for example by temporally aggregating
ERS-1/2 results over longer time series [27], or by computing the
deflection ratio to correct tides/IBE biases on Cosmo-Skymed
results [28], [29].

In this article, we describe a fast implementable empirical
technique that is capable of removing the main contribution
of vertical displacements using double difference SAR inter-
ferograms and geophysical models. Using some hypotheses, it
also avoids the use of more complex ice physics solutions. The
method is presented in Section II. In Section III, we present
the study case, the Sentinel-1 SAR images, and the geophysical
models used in the study. Section IV exposes the results obtained
over the Roi Baudouin Ice Shelf (RBIS), located in Dronning
Maud Land, East Antarctica. Section V provides concluding
remarks. Finally, uncertainty propagation of the method is for-
malized in Appendix.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Differential SAR Interferometry

Interferometry is the superposition of two coherent wave-
fronts, resulting in a fringe pattern that depends on the local
optical path differences. In SAR interferometry (InSAR), this
fringe pattern is produced by multiplying the first SAR image
by the complex conjugate of the second SAR image leading
directly to the interferometric phase. This InSAR phase being
the subtraction of the phase of each of the two SAR images, it
is directly proportional to the local optical path difference [13].

In terms of phase, this optical path difference is made up
by five different terms, namely the orbital phase φorb, the
topographic phase φtopo, the displacement phase φdisplLOS

, in
the line-of-sight (LOS) direction, the atmospheric phase screen
φatm, and an additional noise φnoise, given by

φInSAR = φt2 − φt1

= φorb + φtopo + φdisplLOS
+ φatm + φnoise. (1)

Differential SAR Interferometry allows the measure of the
phase component related to displacements. Knowing the orbits
of the satellites and the topography of the region, the first two
terms can be estimated and removed from (1). Precise orbits
are generated by the Copernicus Precise Orbit Determination
Service. For topography, we use the Dronning Maud Land
TanDEM-X DEM created by the Alfred-Wegener Institute [31].
If the atmospheric and noise phase components can be neglected
or corrected [32], the differential phase obtained after removing
the geometric component is retrieved, leading to direct estima-
tion of the LOS displacement component. The relation between
the differential interferometric phase and the LOS displacement
is given by

φdisplLOS
=

4π

λ
· displLOS (2)

where λ is the radar wavelength (0.0556 m in the case of
Sentinel-1) and displLOS is the estimated displacement in me-
ters. Considering the time lapse between SAR acquisitions in
the DInSAR processing, we finally obtain the velocity.

Since SAR sensors are side looking, they measure the vector
sum of both the vertical and horizontal displacements (displH
and displV), projected along the LOS according to the incidence
angle θ, given by

displLOS = displH · sin θ + displV · cos θ. (3)

The last component of the 3-D deformation vector, the along-
track displacement, cannot be reliably estimated from a single
SAR interferogram.

Separating both the vertical and the horizontal components
can only be performed using different viewing geometries or
using a priori knowledge of the observed displacements (e.g., as-
suming the determined ice flow only follows the surface slope).
From (3), we understand that interpreting the LOS measurement
as it comes from a purely horizontal displacement while a
vertical one is also present will induce a bias.
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Fig. 1. Sentinel-1 DInSAR-based LOS velocity changes through a transect
crossing the grounding zone (70◦ 45′S, 24◦40′E), over the period December
2018 to August 2019. Each curve represents a velocity profile determined from
6-day displacements. The velocity change has been set to zero at the start of the
transect. Without correction, a vertical displacement brings an additional phase
pattern over the ice shelf, which changes significantly for every pair of dates.
This effect is negligible over the grounded ice in our region.

B. Tides and IBE

Horizontal and vertical components of the displacement are
related to different geophysical processes, which cannot be
measured separately without prior hypothesis. Over ice shelves,
the horizontal displacements are caused by a horizontal motion
of ice that can reach several hundreds of meters per year. These
ice shelves move by spreading, due to the pressure balance of the
ocean water against the ice front. This horizontal displacement
is assumed stable from one acquisition to the other, on a sub-
monthly basis [28], [29], though small tidally induced variations
can be observed [33]. On the other hand, the vertical displace-
ments of ice shelves are mainly due to short-term variations of
the local sea level, which are influenced by tides and variable
atmospheric pressure [18].

On the grounded part of the ice sheet, the displacement
response to the tides and pressure variations is negligible. On
the floating part, which is in hydrostatic equilibrium, the vertical
displacement of the ice strictly follows the oceanic readjust-
ment (tides/IBE). In the grounding zone—the transition area
between grounded and floating areas—the progressive response
to oceanic readjustment is translated into a high fringe rate in the
differential interferogram. Converted into velocity, the vertical
displacement strongly affects the measure of the surface velocity
(see Fig. 1).

Considering a 6-day revisit time (Sentinel-1 in EW mode) and
an incidence angle of 33◦, erroneously interpreting a 1-m vertical
displacement induces a bias of ±95 m·a−1 in the resulting
horizontal flow field. In low-velocity areas, this bias is of the
same order of magnitude as the measured speed, misleading the
interpretation of the ice dynamics. While increasing the temporal
baseline between SAR images may reduce the relative influence
of the vertical displacements, it also critically increases the tem-
poral decorrelation and leads to an incoherent interferometric
signal.

Fig. 2. Tide amplitude estimation between 12 days using CATS2008
model [35] over the RBIS (70◦54′S, 26◦ 24′E). Vertical displacements are
rapidly varying, even on short timescales.

Fig. 3. Double difference Interferogram, represented in azimuth-range geom-
etry. This particular interferogram contains mainly vertical displacement phase
components. On the figure, we can delineate the floating from the grounded ice
areas thanks to the high fringe pattern, representing the grounding zone. The
grounding line is represented in red.

C. Empirical Removal of the Vertical Bias

Over short periods, we can assume that between successive
SAR pairs, ice-shelf velocity is constant [29], and observed
changes are attributed to rapid fluctuations of tides and IBE.
This can be observed estimating tidal amplitudes using the
CATS2008 tide model [34], [35] over the RBIS on short time
period (see Fig. 2).

Subtracting two consecutive differential interferograms yields
a double difference interferogram (double DInSAR or DDIn-
SAR, Fig. 3). This DDInSAR contains the changes in the ice-
shelf velocity. These changes are mainly vertical (following the
sea-level adjustment to tides and IBE) but small tidally induced
horizontal variations can also be observed [25]

φDDInSAR = φDInSAR2
− φDInSAR1

≈����φdisplH2
+ φdisplV2

− (����φdisplH1
+ φdisplV1

)

≈ φdisplV2
− φdisplV1

. (4)
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Fig. 4. Flowchart of tides/IBE correction. From three SAR acquisitions,
two consecutive differential interferograms can be created. Using geophysical
models, vertical biases of each DInSAR is computed (5) at any given position.
Finally, a DDInSAR is created (4). This DDInSAR is rescaled to match the
vertical bias of the DInSAR, then removed (6). The same reasoning is applied
to correct the second differential interferogram. The unwrapping process is not
represented here.

φdisplH1
is associated with horizontal displacements of the

ice shelf between the first two SAR acquisition dates, whereas
φdisplV1

corresponds to ice-shelf displacements related to a ver-
tical changeΔz1 of the sea level. Similarly,φdisplH2

andφdisplV2

are related to the displacements between the two following SAR
acquisitions dates. The oceanic vertical displacement Δz at a
given location (x, y) and time period t is defined by

Δzt(x, y) = Δtidest(x, y)−Δpressuret(x, y). (5)

A difference of tidal amplitudes directly gives the vertical
displacement: a positive Δtides is translated into a positive
vertical bias, meaning an upward displacement. On the contrary,
varying pressure differences Δpressure need to be converted
into metric oceanic readjustment. The theoretical IBE value is
−1 cm·hPa−1 [34], although this theoretical value can slightly
change over the different ice shelves or coastal areas [18].

From (4),φDDInSAR (see Fig. 3) is associated with the vertical
displacement Δz2 −Δz1 between the two considered interfer-
ometric pairs. From this double difference fringe pattern, it
is possible to distinguish the grounded area (not affected by
tides) from the floating area (in hydrostatic equilibrium), with
a high-fringe transition corresponding to the grounding zone.
This property was already used in [31] and [36] to define the
position of the grounding line.

To remove the vertical bias of each differential interferogram,
we need to subtract the corresponding vertical phase component.
This vertical bias can be estimated by properly rescaling the
unwrapped DDInSAR phase component

φdisplH1
= φDInSAR1

− φdispltide/IBE1

= φDInSAR1
− Δz1

Δz2−Δz1
· φDDInSAR (6)

where Δz1
Δz2−Δz1

is the scale factor applied to the DDInSAR to
correct for the bias caused by Δz1 present in the first differ-
ential interferogram DInSAR1. Fig. 4 represents a simplified
flowchart of the tides/IBE correction. One important aspect of
this technique is that the DDInSAR simulates the flexure of
the ice by assuming elastic behavior, putting aside concepts of
ice rheology, such as ice viscosity, flexural rigidity, Young’s

Fig. 5. Standard deviation of the corrected interferogram as a function of the
DDInSAR scale factor Δz1

Δz2−Δz1
. The more similar the vertical biases, the

greater the scale factor and in fine the less accurate the correction. Displacement
accuracy is linearly dependent on the interferometric phase error.

modulus, or Poisson’s ratio. While viscoelastic modeling better
represents the bending process in some circumstances, espe-
cially at low tide [25], the residuals remain small compared to
the tides/IBE bias.

D. Variance Propagation

The scale factor Δz1
Δz2−Δz1

has an important consequence in
the estimated accuracy of the corrected interferogram. Focusing
only on the interferometric noise, variance propagation of the
correction (6) can be expressed as

σ2
corrected =

(
1 Δz1

Δz2−Δz1

)
·
(
σD 0

0 σDD

)
·
(

1
Δz1

Δz2−Δz1

)

(7)

where σD and σDD are the phase standard deviations of the
differential interferogram and the double difference interfero-
gram, respectively. For a pair of interferograms with similar
phase standard deviation, this expression leads to

σcorrected = σD ·
√
1 + 2 · ( Δz1

Δz2−Δz1
)2. (8)

This expression is represented in Fig. 5. Since the displace-
ment accuracy is directly proportional to σcorrected, it demon-
strates the importance of the scale factor in the processing.
In cases where interferograms involved in the correction have
similar vertical biases, we are more likely to increase the scale
factor and consequently the phase noise after correction. Formal
quantification of uncertainty is available in the Appendix, in-
cluding the influence of tidal and atmospheric pressure accuracy,
with numerical examples. Depending on the image geometry,
coherence, and scale factor, the precision of the corrected hori-
zontal velocity ranges from less than a meter per year accuracy
to a few meters per year. If above, we need to consider correcting
or not, depending on the interferogram.

E. Network of DInSARs

With a minimum of three SAR images, we can correct the
vertical bias related to tides and IBE. However, if we have more
data available, we can overconstrain the problem. Each SAR
image is combined to its closest acquisition in time to make a
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Fig. 6. Interaction graph between five interferograms. In this configuration,
each differential interferogram can be corrected four times. Overconstrained
problems allow the user to select the DDInSAR that minimizes the scale factor.

Fig. 7. RBIS, Dronning Maud land, Antarctica. FK: Fran-Kenny Ice Rise.
Basemap from [40], with modifications.

differential interferogram. These DInSARs are then connected,
generating several double difference interferograms. These con-
nections open up new possibilities for correcting each interfer-
ogram, adding several degrees of freedom in our problem. In
a configuration where five DInSAR are available, for instance,
each differential interferogram can be corrected four times (see
Fig. 6). Each of the possible correction introduces a unique scale
factor. Having the possibility to select how the interferogram is
corrected allows us to select the DInSAR pairs that minimize
the scale factor in (6) and (8), reducing the estimated phase
variance of the corrected interferogram, and so the uncertainty
of the ice-flow fields.

III. DATA

A. Study Case

Our test case focuses on the RBIS, −24 to −33◦ East),
Dronning Maud Land, East Antarctica (see Fig. 7). RBIS has
presumably been stable for several millennia [37], [38]. The ice
shelf is fed by the Ragnhild glaciers. On the western part of the
RBIS, velocity reaches 0.82 m per day (300 m·a−1), and have not
changed significantly since the 1960s [39]. It is far from spatially
homogeneous, and velocity can go below than 100 m·a−1.

B. SAR Data

In the frame of this work, we used Sentinel-1 SAR single-
look-complex (SLC) acquisitions in interferometric wide (IW)
swath and extra wide (EW) swath modes. For each mode, we

TABLE I
S1 IW SLC TOPS ACQUISITIONS

TABLE II
S1 EW SLC TOPS ACQUISITIONS

selected image pairs keeping a high interferometric coherence.
IW and EW distinguish themselves by their spatial resolution
and coverage. The resolution of IW allows SLC images with
a pixel spacing of 2.3 × 14.1 m (range × azimuth). The three
subswaths obtained by this acquisition mode covers a width of
about 250 km. In EW, the swath coverage is increased to 400 km
at the cost of a coarser resolution (and increased pixel spacing,
i.e., 5.9 × 19.9 m).

In IW mode, the revisit time over the RBIS is 12 days. We
selected a set of four acquisitions for the experiment (see Table I).

For the EW mode, we employed acquisitions from December
2018 to August 2019, with a 6-day revisit time. From this time
series, we computed each possible 6-day full-resolution inter-
ferogram. We discarded interferogram with coherence below
0.6 over the ice shelf. Finally, we selected the following three
periods with useful interferograms (see Table II).

1) December 2018: Five successive differential interfero-
grams on a one-month time period.

2) February 2019: Two differential interferograms from four
consecutive SAR pairs.

3) April 2019: Three successive differential interferograms
from four consecutive SAR pairs.

The December 2018 time period is particularly interesting
because of the number of potential interconnections, as detailed
in Section II-E. With five consecutive interferograms, each
DInSAR has four possible corrections.

C. Tides and Regional Climate Models

The computation of tides is performed using the CATS2008
model [35]. CATS2008 is a regional high-resolution ocean tide
and ocean tide loading model that uses, among others, the ten
major tidal components. Besides, the model can produce tide es-
timates over ice-shelf areas. Linear regression analysis between
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Fig. 8. Comparison of daily mean surface pressure simulated by MAR (blue)
and measured on the Fran-Kenny ice rise (red) (see Fig. 7) for the period
December 2017–January 2019.

InSAR-based vertical displacements and the CATS2008 model
predictions, corrected from IBE, shows a coefficient of deter-
mination of 0.938 and a root-mean-square error of 0.5 cm [28].
Over the RBIS, the tidal amplitudes from CATS2008 vary within
less than 2 m.

Surface pressure fields are obtained from the regional climate
model MAR version 3.10, which is among the state-of-the-art
regional climate models to simulate near-surface climate and
surface mass balance of the Antarctic ice sheet [16]. MAR has
been run at a high spatial resolution (5-km horizontal gridding)
on a domain focusing on the RBIS, and forced at its lateral
boundaries by atmospheric profiles (pressure, wind speed, tem-
perature, and specific humidity) and at the ocean surface by
sea-surface temperatures and sea-ice concentration from ERA5
reanalysis fields [41]. The forcing is prescribed every 6 h, and the
model can evolve freely in its inner spatial domain. Simulated
surface pressure compares well (r> 0.99) with observed surface
pressure on the Fran-Kenny Ice Rise (70.3◦ S, 24.18◦ E, 266-m
asl) west of the RBIS (see Fig. 7), over the period December
2017 to January 2019 (see Fig. 8).

Both tides and atmospheric pressure are slowly varying in
space. That allowed some studies to compute tidal estimates at
a single location, considered spatially constant over the entire
studied region. While this remains true for satellites with low
spatial coverage, keeping this hypothesis valid becomes more
challenging over wide areas, such as Sentinel-1 250- or 400-k
swath coverage, depending on the acquisition mode. Therefore,
the vertical bias should be computed on an interpolated grid
covering the study area. For instance, components of the vertical
bias computed for the October 5th and 17th, 2017 SAR pair are
represented in Fig. 9.

IV. RESULTS

Our results show that the correction brings a totally different
interpretation of the fringe pattern (see Figs. 10 and 12). For
the IW case (see Fig. 10), if interpreting the fringe pattern as

Fig. 9. (a) Modeled tides difference obtained from CATS2008 and (b) modeled
surface pressure difference obtained from MAR simulations between October
17th, 2017 and October 5th, 2017. Spatial variability on large scale requires the
computation of the vertical bias on grid covering the study area.

Fig. 10. Correction of a DInSAR over the grounding zone, IW case
(70◦45′S, 24◦40′E, with acquisition geometry presented in Fig. 3). (a) Noncor-
rected DInSAR, (b) rescaled rewrapped DDInSAR, corresponding the vertical
phase bias, and (c) corrected DInSAR. Vertical biases phase component is
captured through the DDInSAR, which is rescaled then removed from the
interferogram. A 4-km profile is visible in Fig. 11.

only due to horizontal displacements, one would observe an
unrealistic sudden horizontal acceleration along the profile in
Fig. 10(a). This fringe rate is an artifact resulting from vertical
displacement, as already observed in Fig. 1. The proposed
technique used here allows the estimation and removal of the
corresponding bias [see Fig. 10(b) and (c)].

The profile across Fig. 10(a) shows the difference between the
LOS displacement with and without correction (see Fig. 11). The
estimated LOS velocity without correction shows a 24 m·a−1

velocity at the edge of the transect. Interpreting it as solely due
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Fig. 11. Comparison between the LOS velocity through a 4-km profile, visible
in Fig. 10. The correction manages to reduce the important velocity deviation
that occurred in the grounding zone.

Fig. 12. Correction of a DInSAR over the grounding zone, EW case
(70◦45′S, 24◦40′E, with acquisition geometry presented in Fig. 3). (a) Non-
corrected DInSAR, (b) DDInSAR, and (c) corrected DInSAR. A 4-km profile
is visible in Fig. 13.

to horizontal displacements and with an incidence angle of 21◦,
this value translates as 67 m·a−1. After correction, we observe
a more realistic displacement of the ice flow, although we also
observe a small overshoot, suggesting a slight overcorrection.
Nevertheless, the fringe cleaning observed in Fig. 10 shows the
validity of the proposed approach. Indirectly, it also constitutes
a cross validation of the used tidal and IBE models. Similar ob-
servations are met for the EW Sentinel-1 mode (see Figs. 12 and
13). Using consecutive interferograms, we can overconstrained
the problem. In Fig. 13, all the different possible solutions are
between a few meters per year velocity.

As suggested by (8) and in the Appendix, the technique may
amplify the noise component of the interferogram. The effect can

Fig. 13. LOS velocity profiles through a transect crossing the grounding zone
(see Fig. 12). The solid blue line represents the LOS velocity prior correction.
Over the four possible corrections (dotted curves), three results produced similar
corrections (dotted blue). The orange dotted curve represents the correction in
a nondeal case, with a scale factor greater than 10.

TABLE III
TIDES AND PRESSURE ESTIMATION FOR DECEMBER 2018 PERIOD

(70◦54′S, 26◦24′E)

TABLE IV
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE OF DECEMBER 2018 PERIOD

CORRECTION—SENTINEL-1 EW MODE (70◦54′S, 26◦24′E)

be highly pronounced in the case of an important scale factor
Δz1

Δz2−Δz1
in (6), when Δz1 is, by chance, close to Δz2.

This case arose with some of the EW SAR images. Focusing
on December 2018 period, we compute for each SAR image the
atmospheric pressure (MAR) and the tides (CATS2008). Nu-
merical values for one given position on the RBIS are displayed
in Table III, as an example. Based on these values, we can, for
each successive interferogram, compute the vertical bias given
by (6). As such we can form the double difference interferograms
and compute the scale factors to be applied to the DDInSAR to
correct each interferogram (see Table IV). In the second row, in
bold, the vertical bias of the second and the third interferograms
are very similar, resulting in an important scale factor (13.473).
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In these cases, the correction is unlikely to produce satisfying
results, as shown by the orange curve in Fig. 13.

V. CONCLUSION

Ice shelves are subject to vertical fluctuations related to tides
and varying atmospheric pressure, which introduce a bias in the
computation of the horizontal displacements by differential SAR
interferometry. This effect propagates in the velocity estimation,
whose errors are further amplified by the short revisit time of cur-
rent SAR satellites, such as Sentinel-1. For instance, this bias can
reach up to 0.25 m·day−1 absolute horizontal velocity anomaly
with 6-day interferograms, if not corrected. In these cases, this
artifact can be as important as the horizontal velocity. Recent
SAR satellites have shorter revisit time, which allows the study
of ice dynamics and ice shelves at near-continuous timescales.
These improvements go along with technical adaptations, which
in this case consists of correcting the velocity fields.

Here, we propose a simple approach to correct differential
interferograms using scaled double difference interferograms to
estimate the phase component due to vertical displacements;
this scaling factor being computed from CATS2008 tides and a
regional climate model (MAR). The method represents the ice
flexure by assuming elastic behavior. It brings a rapid solution
to a complex problem while still managing to remove the major
contribution due to vertical biases. Working at short timescales
over large areas makes the technique in line with current and
future SAR satellite constellations.

Results on RBIS with Sentinel-1 in IW and EW modes
demonstrate the applicability of the technique. Nevertheless, the
technique can suffer from CATS2008/MAR model uncertain-
ties, especially when these estimates are similar from different
dates (see Section II-D and Appendix). If the acquisition plan
allows us to use more than two SAR pairs, we can overconstrain
the problem and limit this effect by selecting the differen-
tial interferograms that minimize the estimated phase standard
deviation.

The method is sensor independent. In particular, it would be
useful to apply it to other sensors, specifically when the revisit
time is low, such as Cosmo-Skymed or Radarsat Constellation
Mission for example (1 and 4 days, respectively).

APPENDIX

UNCERTAINTY PROPAGATION OF THE METHOD

In this article, a tides/IBE correction has been proposed (6)

φdisplH1
= φDInSAR1

− Δz1
Δz2−Δz1

· φDDInSAR. (A.9)

Tides and atmospheric pressure modeling are tainted with
errors, as well as the interferometric phase. These errors are
gradually propagated through the method.

The variables that intervene are as follows:
1) the tide, estimated with a precision σtide;
2) the atmospheric pressure, estimated with a precisionσpres;
3) the phase of the differential interferogram, estimated with

a precision σD; and

4) the phase of the double difference interferogram, esti-
mated with a precision σDD.

The tides and atmospheric pressure are computed indepen-
dently for each acquisition date. Then, between two dates, a
difference of tides and atmospheric pressure is estimated. The
resulting difference of tidesΔtides is estimated with a precision√
2 · σtide. Similarly, the difference of atmospheric pressures

Δpressure is estimated with a precision
√
2 · σpres. By prop-

agation, the vertical displacement Δz (5) is estimated with a
precision √

2·
√

σ2
tide

+σ2
pres.

This leads us to the scale factor Δz1
Δz2−Δz1

. EachΔzi is consid-
ered independent and attached with the precision √

2·
√

σ2
tide

+σ2
pres.

The variance of the scale factor σ2
scale is given by the nonlinear

propagation of uncertainty

σ2
scale = J · Σ · JT (A.10)

with

Σ =

(
2 · (σ2

tide + σ2
pres) 0

0 2 · (σ2
tide + σ2

pres)

)
(A.11)

and

J =
(

∂scale
∂Δz1

∂scale
∂Δz2

)
=
(

Δz2
(Δz2−Δz1)2

− Δz1
(Δz2−Δz1)2

) (A.12)

which leads to

σscale =
Δz1 +Δz2

(Δz2 −Δz1)2
·
√
2 ·
√
σ2
tide + σ2

pres. (A.13)

Finally, the full variance propagation of the correction pro-
posed in (6) can be expressed as [similar reasoning as for (A.13)]

σ2
corrected = J · Σ · JT (A.14)

with

Σ =

⎛
⎜⎝σ2

D 0 0

0 σ2
DD 0

0 0 σ2
scale

⎞
⎟⎠ (A.15)

and

J =
(
1 Δz1

Δz2−Δz1
−φDD

)
(A.16)

For a pair of interferograms with similar phase standard
deviation, we can estimate the precision of the double difference
to be

√
2 · σD. The resulting standard deviation of the corrected

phase is given by

σcorrected =
√

σ2
D · (1 + 2 · ( Δz1

Δz2−Δz1
)2) + φ2

DD · σ2
scale

(A.17)
With σ2

scale expressed in (A.13). σD can be estimated thanks
to the Cramér Rao bound

σD =
1√
2N

·
√

1− γ2

γ2
(A.18)

with N the number of looks and γ the interferometric coherence.
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Equation (A.17) is the precision associated to the unwrapped
corrected interferometric phase. This mathematical expression
can be interpreted as follows: first part of the right-hand side
expression translates how the scale factor increases the inter-
ferometric phase accuracy, whereas the second part expresses
how the precision of the scale factor will affect the amount
of unwrapped double difference interferometric phase that is
removed.

To convert the corrected phase into horizontal velocity error

estimates, the factor
λ

Bt · 4π · sin θ has to be applied, λ being the

wavelength, θ the incidence angle, and Bt the temporal baseline
between acquisitions.

As a practical example, with a coherence of 0.8, 12 looks,
an incidence angle of 33◦, Δz1 of 0.50 m, Δz2 of −0.25 m,
a tide accuracy of 1 cm, and an atmospheric pressure accuracy
of 0.7 hPa, the resulting absolute phase error is 1.104 rad, i.e.,
0.55 m·a−1 accuracy. If the accuracy of the tides becomes 5 cm,
the velocity precision is 2.23 m·a−1, to put in comparison to
the −46.8 m·a−1 brought by the tides and IBE bias in the first
interferogram.

In a less ideal configuration withΔz2 of 0.40 m, the estimated
velocity error of the correction becomes around 7.01 m·a−1.

In Section IV, an extreme case where Δz1 and Δz2 are
equal to −0.231 and −0.249 m, respectively, is presented. The
scale and the uncertainty around this scale factor become too
important to use the technique, with an annual velocity precision
that can exceed the hundred of meters per year if the tides are
poorly estimated.
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